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SUMIQRY AND INTRODUCTION 
In a communication system composed ot several net-
works and transmission systems, it is necessary tor all 
parts ot the system to be fmpedance matched so that 
me~um energy transfer is pos•ible. 
1 
One ot the recent tran.m!ssion sy&tems which has 
been developed is the wave guide. With the advent ot the 
wave guide the communication engineer is Ummediately faced 
with the problem ot coupling existing systems and networks 
to his newly found mode ot transmission. 
Practie8lly this coupl1~ problem reduees to one ot 
feeding radio frequency energy to the wave guide with 
aome conventional transmiaaion line such as a coaxial line. 
The modes and transmi•sion characteristics ot both the co-
axial line and the wave guide have been thoro~ly exploited 
in nuaerous texts. 
Also found in some texts 1• the actual ultimate link 
between the two syste~; the antenna or excitation source 
which transfer• the signal trom one mode ot transmission 
to the other. It is with th1• link that the communication 
engineer must ultimately cope in order to properly terminate 
the coaxial line or wave guide tor most efficient transfer 
ot energy tram one system to the other. It is only neces-
sary to consider the behavior or such a link with power 
2 
transfer in one direction since the law of reciprocity holds 
in this case. That is, a properly terminated coaxial line 
feeding into a wave guide is also the proper ter.mination 
tor wave guide feeding into the same coaxial l i n • The 
system under consideration is shown in Yigure 1. To de-
termine it the coaxial line is properly terminated so no 
reflection occurs, one must find the input impedance of the 
~~c'" l:o he dud1eti 
Figure 1 
small antenna projecting into the wave guide. It the ~­
pedance seen by the coaxial line is not purely resistive and 
equal in magnitude to the characteristic ~pedance of the 
coaxial line, then there will be reflection. 
As will be shown in the review of literature, many 
theoretical approaches to this input impedance have been 
made and with success. Each approach is based upon the 
assumption that the current is evenly distributed along the 
antenna situated within the wave guide. Proponents ot this 
theory maintain that the assumption is a good one if the 
length of the antenna with respect to the wave length used 
3 
is short. Evidently, but not unloubtedly, the theory is 
reasonably correct since derived ~or.mulas tor 1n~ut re-
sist~nce give rairly accurate results. 
Xt •ould thereto~e seam that little is lert to explore 
on this subject. However, there are questions unanswered 
that are seductively invitins. Bow long may the antenna 
became berore the uniror.m currant assumption ra1ls7 How 
good is the assumption even it it does give near1~ o022•ot 
results! It the current distribution is not uniro~, does 
it have a pattern and is tbis pattern practically worth 
using? Xn short -- what '- the current distribution? 
W!th this question in mdnd, the project ror t~is 
thesis was conceived. The project then consists or build-
ins a .ave guiae or considerable size, such ttat the cur-
rent distribution on the antenna may be dete~ed. 
Such a vrave guide was constructed ann the current 
distribution was measured. Pigures B through 13 show the 
measu~ed results or this investigation. The current dis-
tribution •as found in this case to be nonuniro~ until the 
antenna's erreotive electrical length was reduced to the 
order or 1/Sth wave length. Xn the oases where the current 
distribution was nonunitor.m, the cu~rent was round to be 
distributed in such a way as to establish the next possible 
mo~e, even though this mode could not be transmitted by the 
4 
guide. This nonuniform eu.rrent distribution is assumed to 
be the sum or a component somewhat cos:inusoidallY· distributed 
and a component which is uniform, thereby exciting the first 
two possible modes. 
A search of the available literature disclosed no 
investigation ot this nature. Many investigations have 
been made to determine the distribution of t he current on 
antennas, but none was found giving the distribution of 
current on an antenna situated within a lave guide. 
5 
Previous work has, however, revealed facts and methods 
useful in the investigation. Barzilail has made an investi-
gation of current and charge distribution along a cylindrical 
------~-------~-------------------------~-----~-------------
(1) Barzilai, G., Experimental etermination ot Current 
and Charge along Cylindrical Antennas, Froc IRE, 
Vol. 37, July 1949, Pages 825-830 
------------------~--------~--------------~--------------~--
conductor being used as a transmitting antenna. In his 
investigation he used a longitudinally slotted hollow con-
ductor tor the antenna. A slug containing a magnetic field 
pickup loop which protruded above the outside surface of 
the hollow conductor, a capacitor and a cr .. "s tal rectifier, 
all connected in series,wer-eplaced inside the antenna 
such that the loop could be moved along the antenna. The 
voltage induced in the loop was rectified by the crystal 
rectifier and this rectified voltage would in turn charge 
the capacitor. The voltage across the capacitor was used 
as an indication of the current distribution in the region 
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where the loop was located. Mullersman2 and Sinnsmon3 
-~----------------------------------~------------~---~------
(2) Mullersman, ~. H., Design ot a Galvanomete~ to be Placed 
within a Tubular Antenna for the Purpose ot Measuring 
Antenna Current Distribution, Unpublished Thesis sub-
mitted to and accepted by the ~ssouri School ot Mines 
and ~tallurgy, 1952. 
------------------------------------------------------------
(3) Sinnamon, G. Y., An Expertmental Study of the Effect 
Upon the Current Distribution and Radiation Pattern 
ot Crossbars on Yagi Receiving Antennas, Unpublished 
Thesis submitted to and accepted by the Missouri 
School ot Mines and Metallurgy, 1952. 
have subsequently used this method ot investigation in the 
measurement ot current distributions. In as much as the 
necessary measuring equipment was available, tria magnetic 
pickup loop method was used. 
Given or assumed the tact that the current actually is 
unitor.mly distributed on the antenna, many authors have 
arrived at the theoretical values tor the input ~pedance 
to such an antenna in a wave guide. 
Moullin4,5 has derived tormulea tor the i~pedance using 
---------------------~--~-~---~~-~---------------~----~-----
(4) Moullin, E. B., Screening Properties of a Squirrel 
Cage ot Wires, Journal of the Institution ot Electri-
cal Engineers, Vol. g1, Part III, March 1944,Pages 14-22 
---~-~-----~----------------------------------~----------~--
(5) Moullin, E. B., The Propegation or Electric Waves in a 
Waveguide; Journal ot the Institution of ~lectrioal 
Engineers, Vol. 92, Part III, March 1g45, Pages 8-17 
--------~-------------~------------~----~-----------~--~-~--
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the rollwoing general idea: An iDrinite lattice or current 
rilaments equally spaced and alternatly phased as shown in 
Pigure 2 is assumed. The current filaments have a uniform 
~ 
+ 
.. -:------ -----"--E_o __ --
- ~ a 
--- ------------~-----
Figure 2 
current distribution in the "z" or axial direction. These 
currents vary with time sinusoidally. It will be noted that 
halt way between any of the current filaments there exists 
a plane perpendicular to the paper in which the electric 
rield intensity is zero at all times. A conducting sheet 
such as a wave guide wall may therefore be inserted without 
disturbing the field distributions. Top and bottom walls 
may be inserted at will in the plene or the peper since the 
electric field is at all points perpendicular to the plane 
ot the paper. Hence, it the field around a conductor or 
current rilamont "a" can be round t hen Poynti~ vector 
may be integrated over the surface enclosing the current 
filament "a", giving the power raaiated. The input ~­
pedance ot the antenna "a" may then be found by properly 
8 
relatiDg the power .minatiDg traa the antenna to the 
current reedios the antenna. '!hie is done with a ~eat 
rlourish or mathematica. All or the results are, neYer-
thelese, contin8ent upon the asaumption that the current 
r11ament baa unirorm current 41stribution in the •z• di-
rection. 
Xnaamuoh ae Mou111n's method or tl:e inrinite lattice 
is inherent~ a method or images • one would expect to :fine! 
methode which consider :first the antenna in the 8Q1de an4 
then replace the guide walla b~ the ~ee caused by the 
111!1118. Such a metho4 is used b~ Sohe1Jamo:t:t8 • There are 
(8) SOhelkuno:f:t • S. A. • DD.pedance or a Traverse Wire 1n 
a \faye Guide, Quarterly o:t Applied Mathematloa, Vol. 1, 
Rum.ber 1, AprU 1943, Pages '18-85 
-----~---~------~---,_,-.-~---.---.-----~-------------~--------------
n1Dileroua oti'er authors who use this basic approach. ~e 
current distribution is, however, allll!lp aseumea to be uni-
:torm, and 1n general all the results inYolYe the evaluati n 
o:t an 1Dr1n1te series • which ie, depending upon certain para-
metere.o:ften eo slow to converBe aa to be practically ~··­
ible to evaluate. 
Xn as much as the apperent reactance o:f the anterma may 
be tuned out, it would seam that the resistance or the antenna 
would be the important thing to stud,.. This is done by 
Wheller'. Wbeller pointe out that the electromagnetic :field 
in :front o:t an 1n:t1n1te :flat array or antenna• can be sub-
9 
divided ~to wave channels, each including one or the antennas. 
Each channel behaves 1ike a hypothetical wave guide similar 
~~~~-~~---~----~-~--~~---~--~~-~-~~---~--~-~-~----~---------
(7) ~he1ler, H. A., The Radiation Resistance or an Antenna 
in an Inrinite Array or Waveguide, Proc. IRE, Vol. 36, 
Number 4, April 1948, Pages 478-87. 
----~~~----------~-------~--~--~--~----~-----~-----~-------~ 
to a transmission line made or two conductors in the rorm 
ot parallel strips. A a~ple derivation then leads to the 
radiation resistance ot each antenna and to some l~itations 
on the antenna spacing. In the usual rlat array or halt-
wave dipoles, each alloted a hAlr wave square area, and 
backed by a plane rerl.ector at a quarter-wave distance, the 
radiation resistance ot each dipole is 153 ohms. Xn a 
rinite array, this derivation is a fair approximation tor 
all antennas except those too close to the edge. This 
derivation also veriried the known formula ror the direotiYe 
gain ot a large rlat array in terms ot its area. The ssme 
viewpoint leads to the radiation resistance of an antenna 
~ a reotangu1ar wave guide, which has previous1y been de-
rived by more complicated methods. T.he details ot this 
method, as usual, disclose that the assumption ot unirorm 
current distribution is even made ~or dipoles. 
One common factor in the approaches found was that the 
investigator used some artificial idea which is then recog-
nized to ytild fields which are ~ound in wave guides. An 
a1ternate method offered by Shelkunotr8 is the nearest 
10 
----------------------------------~--~----------------------
(8) Schelkunof~, s. A., Impedance of a Traverse wire in a 
Wave Guide, Quarterly of Applied !futhematics, Vol. 1, 
Number 1, April 1943, Pages 78-85 
thing found to a straight forward approach. 
Following is another straight forward approach to the 
problem using the idea of conservation ot energy to compute 
the theoretical input resistance of an antenna in a wave 
guide. ·-
d ~--.-----------~----------------------~~---- I ' 
I d ' e 
~-----+--------------------~---~ I I 
__ _j __________ _j __ _ 
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re~lectin~ wall at the end is placed l/4th guide wave-
length from the antenna, all of the power radiated tram the 
antenna must pass the cross section abed located an integral 
number o~ wavelengths down the guide,. which is ahown in Pigure 3. 
For the pricipa~ mode of transmission, the fields at 
abed are common text book knowledge. Integrating Poynting's 
11 
vector over the area abed gives the power flowing at abed as: 
Pavg = 
where: 
h = Refer to Yigure 3 
G\._ = refer to l'igure 3 
~~ angular velocity in radians/second 
~ = permeability ot the medium in the guide space 
~= propagation constant for principa~ mode TE01 
~ 
~~: Max~um r.ms electric field intensity in time and apace 
It~,exists at abed, it must also exist at some time at the 
center ot the guide where the antenna is located. It the 
antenna is located d distance from the side ot the guide it 
must be in a place w~ere the max~um rms electric tie+d 
intensity is: d 
E't = E:1 s,"' P~ J 
sinee the electric tield is sinusoidally distributed in the 
z direction. Now the voltage drop on the antenna, assuming 
unifor.m current distribution and neglecting the conductivity 
ot the antenna material, will be: 
v - hE'J ':a rR,~ 
or: 




R I"' .:: 
R, .. -
This resu1t agrees with results given by other developements, 
and seems simp1e and straight ~orward. 
Disregarding the variations o~ approach, one thing 
is common to a11: The current distribution is assumed 
linear. It is therefore, proposed that this assumption be 
directly veri~ied or disproved by exper~enta1 investigation. 
13 
DESIGN OY EXPERD~AL J:QUIPMEN'r 
T.he controlling raotor in the design or this equip-
ment was the physical size or the pickup loop. Since this 
portion or the equipment was already constructed, the re-
maining equipment was designed around it. The diameter or 
the existing pick up loop and slug assembly was approxi-
mately 1/2 ~ch. zr the antenna wa• to be relatively 
slender, s~ulating a current rilament, then the antenna 
which contained the slug must be in the order or 12 or 
more inches long. !BelYe'lao~• wae~obosen. 
BaY11l8 chosen the antenna leJ18th, the height or the 
guide was, thererore, rixed at 12 inches. The principib 
or· TBol mode was chosen by industry in general as the 
easiest mode which could be used in the wave guide because 
or the simplicity ot the equations describing this mode, and 
the a~plicity or the antenna required to excite this mode. 
ObY1ous1y, the general use ot this mode gave rise to the 
previous theoretical inYestigatione and uniro~ current 
distribution assumptions. To make experimental inYesti-
sation ot the assumption, the wave guide was thererore 
designed ror this mode. 
With the T.B0 1 mode, the electric field is uniror.mly 
distributed in the Yertioal direction. This asreea with the 
direction or the electric field produced by a vertical antenna. 
Due to the boundary conditione imposed upon thia mode by the 
14 
wave guide walls, there is a certain ~requency be1ow which 
no energy will be transmitted. This so called cut-o~~ fre-
quency tor the TE01 mode is a ~unction or the wave guide 
width only as may be seen trom the following equation: (Ra-
ter to Figure 3.) 
Fcuto~~ • 1 ----------------------------(1) 
2 (ue Q 
Yor air, u = 1.257xlo-6 , Q =meters, and e= 8.854x1Q-12. 
Also, it may be seen ~rom the following equation that 
the wave length within the guide approaches infinity as the 
wave length o~ the excitation approaches the cuto~t wave 
length, A : 
II 
Wave length in 
From equation (2) it can be seen that it is possible to 
change the wave length in the wave guide radically by small 
variation of the excitation wave length. Thus as the ex-
citation wave length is increased toward cutott, the wave 
lengths within the wave guide become increasingly longer with 
respect to the physical length of the antenna. Or it could 
be said that the antenna seems to become sucessively shorter 
electrically. Thus by proper choice ot excitation wave 
length and the cutof~ wave length, it is poss ible to s~ulate 
shortening and lengthening ot the antenna. By employing 
this procedure, the shortness ot the antenna required to 
15 
produce uniror.m current distribution may be discovered. 
The excitation source available consisted o~ a UHF 
transmitter capable o~ delivering frequencies ~rom approai-
mately 350 megacycles to 600 megacycles. 
The wave guide width was there~ore chosen to give a 
cuto~~ ~requency just below the minLmum ~requency o~ the 
excitation source, thereby allowing the max~um possible 
variation of effective antenna length. 
A cutoff ~requency o~ 325 me was chosen and the width 
o~ the wave guide was calculated rrom equation (1). 
The length o~ the wave guide was chosen to be as long 
as praot1oal. The longest possible wave guide wa• desired, 
but physical housing limitations and available material 
limitations resulted in choosing a length or approximately 
three wave lengths at a ~requency ot 500 mo. 
The lack ot length was compensated by providing flaps 
on the open end ot the wave guide to match the wave guide 
to tree space, thereby reducing to zero the re~leotions 
caused by this discontinuity. This method o~ matching 
proved to be insufficient at certain frequencies, and the 
problem was solved by exper~ental placement o~ wooden 
blocks in the open end of the guide. Depending upon their 
placement, these blocks o~~ered capacative or inductive 
reactance or resistance and effectively matched the wave 
guide to tree space. 
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In order to determine whether or not there was rerlection 
from this discontinuity, a slot was lert in the wave guide 
into which a sliding probe could be inserted to determine 
the magnitude of the standing waTes caused by reflection. 
This slot was located in a position so as not to interupt 
current paths in the wave guide wall and thereby cause 
little or no disturbance o~ the ~ie1ds within the guide. 
Using eqt.ation (2) the length of the slot was chosen to make 
possible the measurement or standing waves for all frequencies 
to be used. The slot was located as rar as possible ~rom 
the antenna and the open end o~ the wave guide. 
Figures 4 through 6 show descriptive drawings and 
photographs o~ the wave guide. 
The closed end o~ the wave guide was constructed as a 
variable element so tr~t it could always be placed 1/4th 
guide wave length from the antenna. This variation is neces-
sary because the relative position of the reflecting wall 
changes the impedance of the antenna, and could ossib1y 
affect the antenna current distribution. 
The magnetic pickup loop and slotted antenna were 
already designed. A detailed discussion of their capabil-
ities may be ~ound in the discussion ot errors. 
The tapered matching section located at the ~eed •nd 
ot the antenna was desirable in order that the max~um 
energy could be transtered to the antenna. Ret.r~t$o 
:'1 
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Figure 4c, it will be noted that it was necessary to connect 
•tandard RGSU coaxial ~eed line to the larger coaxial line 
which ~eeds the antenna. The design or this matching section 
was not critical since any re~lection at this point could 
not at~ect the current distribution on the antenna. Since 
the design ot this taper was not critical, a random taper 
was chosen. It was tound after construction that the con-
ne• tion was Tirtual17 retlectionless. 
The antenna was terminated in a short circuited stub 
made of oversize coaxial line. T.he short was provided 
by mean• of a movable piston. Since, depending on the 
length ot this stub, or in other words the distance tram 
" 
the waTe guide to the moYable piston, the terminating 
, 
reactance could be made capaoitiTe or inductiTe, it was 
thought that this stub could be used to tune out any re-
actance which the antenna might have. 
The shielding design of the meter·ng equipment is shown 
in Figure ~o. A deteiled discussion ot its merits may 
be ~ound in the discussion ot errors. 
A block diagr~ ot the complete exper~ental set up 
is shown in 7igure 7. 
The equipment functioned as follows: The UHF gen-
erator was modulated with a 1000 cps source. The resulting 
modulated signal . was ted through a low pass filter whose 
cut ott frequency was 700 mo. The purpose ot this tilter 
may be tound in discussion ot errors. Prom the low pa•• 
.uwlia 
,._.._ ...... /W,,. ....... ~ ..SLOTT£D .LIN&'.._. ... 
HIUIFIJi/J l'dd/16 F.i'I>IIJ 
1'1t:k l)~ J..tJOI' --~ 
~ilter the signal progressed through a slotted line o~ 50 
ohms characteristic impedance to the antenna i n the wave 
guide. The probe was moved along the slotte~ line to de-
termine the standing wave ratio caused by the mismatch 
between the feed line and the antenna and thereby also 
determine the input ~pedance to the antenna. It should 
be noted that tris input impedance, however, was merely 
a side issue o~ the investiFation. This also served as 
a rough check on operating frequency. A~ter reachin 
the antenna the signal was then radiated along the wave 
guide and out into the atmosphere. U~tching o~ the 
wave guide to the free space was achieved by use o~ the 
adjustable flaps and placement of wooden blocks in the 
guide. The achievement of matching was determined by the 
use o~ the same SWR meter but with the probe in the slot 
in the side of the wave guide. A cavity resonator type 
UHF ~requency meter wa s used at the end of the guide to 
accurately determdne the op ~rating frequency. 
The pick up loop crystal and meter were calibrated 
and this calibration data and curves may be found in the 
appendix ~A". A d scussion o~ the calibraion may be 
~ound in the discussion of errors. 
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EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 
The equipment was set up as shown in Pigure 7 and a 
number ot runs were made at di~~erent ~requencies as 
~o1lows: 
1. Frequency was calculated which would give the 
desired wave length in the guide. 
2. The re~lecting wall o~ the wave guide was then 
placed one quarter of this wave length ~rom the antenna. 
3. The termination or the wave guide in free space 
was made reflectionless by use ot the matching flaps and 
wooden blocks to absorb power. The guide SWR was thereby 
reduced to a minLmum. This prevented a mismatch between 
guide and rree space e~~.cauaing ant sort ·or · ~pedanoe} 
tr•~.ro~~ion al ag t~i guide. 
4. The tuning stub was shortened to a minimum length 
or one inch. 
5. Measurenent o~ the 91\'R on the slotted line was made 
and the distance to the firs t voltage min~um point was 
measured so the input impedance or the antenna could be 
calculated. 
6. The current distribution was measured. 
7. The tuning stub was then placed so as to give a 
voltage ~nimum at 1/4 wave length from the antenna and 
steps 5 and 6 were repeated. 
26 
e. T.he tuning stub was then p1aced so as to giYe a 
vo1tage ~n~um at 1/2 wave 1ength ~rom the antenna and 
stepa 5 end 6 were repeated. Steps 7 and 8 were 1ater 
abandoned. 
27 
RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS 
T.he data recorded may be ~ound in appendix A. Figures 
8 through 13,are plots o~ these data. Since at di~rerent 
rrequencies the degree or mdsmatch between the antenna and 
reed line causes a di~~erent input current, these data are 
plotted as normalized to the current at position o, and 
also position 1, as wi~l be explained. 
When the pickup loop is in position "o", its center 
line coincides with the wave guide wall. This leaves one 
halr or the pick up loop in the reed coaxial line and the 
other half in the wave gui~e. 
Readings taken in this position are certainly question-
able. At this point the rields undergo rapid change with 
respect to distance, and the pick up loop is no longer or 
negligible size. The pick up loop in this position there-
rore not only disturbs the rields, but probably reads in-
correctly because field strengths vary rapidly within the 
pick up loop's area. 
There is also the problem or deciding exactly where 
- the junction between reed line and antenna should be con-
sidered to be located. It is well known that the junction 
ie almost never located electrically where it is shown 
physically in a drawing. This dir~erence can be quite 
large when working with ~requencies or 400 megacycles. 
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Nevertheless, the curves normalized to position "0" are 
continuous and seem·reltt.•t•. 
3& 
Curves normalized to position "1" are the curves to 
be examined if the electrical junction o~ antenna and ~eed 
line is actually located 1/2 inch from the wave guide wall 
in the guide. In position "1", the pick up loop's center 
line is located 1/2 inch from the wave guide wall. 
Quite probably the electrical junction is located at 
neither position "o" or "1". The two curves are included 
~or convenience only. 
In order to justify the curves, re~er to Pigure 14, 
which shows the instantaneous field configurations in the 
wave guide tor the first two possible modes o~ transmission, 
TE01 and TEll• It may be seen that to support both modes 





the antenna current distribution should be the sum of a 
uniformly distributed component and a cosinusoida11y 
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distributed component. The curves, Figures 8 through 12, 
" 
show a strong resemblance to thi s type distribution, while 
the curve, Figure 13, does not. 
It is therefore t hought that the two modes were being 
excited Figures 8 through 12, while only one, the TEo1, 
was excited in Figure 13. This theory could be justified 
by the insertion ot properly placed probes in the wave 
guide, but such a procedure was not followed in this in-
vestigation. It was noted, when making standing wave ratio 
measurements on the guide, that there ezisted a sizeable 
difference in the values at voltage ~n~ums. These Yalues 
decreased with distance away trom the antenna. T.his 
indicates the presence ot the exponentially decaying 
mode which was not being transmitted. It is true that the 
mode actually transmdtted down the gmide will be attenuated ex-
ponentially also, but not at a rate which could be determined by 
noting the difference in ~ediately sucessive voltage Ddn~uma. 
Present theory, being based on assumptions ot perrect 
wave guide conductivity and the like, makes no restrictions 
on what modes may be excited, but rather on1y on which modes 
may be transmitted. 
It should be remembered that the modes excited in the 
wave guide are not so much forced upon the guide by the 
excitation source as they are allowed to exist by the guide. 
That is to say, a certain antenna system may be chosen to tend 
to excite a certain mode, but unless the frequency is above 
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cutoff for that particular mode, it will only exist in the 
near vicinity of the antenna and will not be transmitted 
down the guide. There is also the case in which an antenna 
system is chosen to excite one mode and other modes are 
nevertheless excited and transmitted as a result ot the 
frequency being above cutoff for several modes. 
For the sake of clarity let the modes which are excited 
but not transmitted be called the "excited modes", and the 
modes wrich are both excited and transmitted be called the 
"transmitted modes". 
Using this notation, it seems likely tram the results 
ot this investigation that the ra~ther the frequency is 
below cutoff tor "excited " modes, the less likely these 
"excited modes" are to exist. 
Attempts to justify the allowance ot the establishment 
ot "excited" modes by the guide, become mathematically in-
volved because the very existence ot such modes is based 
upon Maxwell's equations. If the allowance or disallowance 
ot "excited" modes is to be examined, the assumed perfect 
boundary conditions must be withdrawn and imperfect boundary 
conditions substituted. This is because, tor example, in the 
actual wave guide, the electric field does not become zero 
precisely at the boundary, but rather somewhere within the 
guide wall. This makes mathematical solution impractical. 
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The expertmental results show that the assumption 
ot uniform current distribution tor antennas over 1/8 
wave length is definitely incorrect. The current 
distribution for 1/8 wave length was nearly unitor.m. 
It also seems that the current distribution becomes 
unitorm because ot the higher order "excited" modes 
becoming ~possible to establish. It may now be seen that 
this ~ght be the more proper way of looking at the problem 
ot current distribution. That is, shortening the vertical 
dimension of the guide might be thought ot as mez-ely making 
it ~possible to establish higher order "excite~modes. 
There is one further implication in this light which, 
although not investigated here, seems logical. It an 
antenna is placed in a guide which is so dtmensioned 
as to allow as nearly as possible one mode only to be 
transmitted, probably only one mode will be excited, (un-
transmitted modes will not even be excited, much less 
transmitted,) and the current distribution in this ease 
will contorm only to the one mode. One can not make 
such a rule on the basis of one exper~entation, but this 
investigation indicates possibilities along this line both 
in the tield ot experimentation and theoretical developaea•t 
It this could be proven or tied down, it might be possible 
to predict the antenna current distribution in adYanoe. 
Two other side issues were investigated. One was the 
input impedance of the antenna. Unfortunately the antenna 
impedance was so different from the characteristic tmpedance 
of the slotted line which was available, that the stand-
ing wave ratio was too high to read. 
The other line of investigation was to determine the 
input ~pedance and current distribution of the antenna 
with the terminating reactance, (tuning stub,) located in 
such a position as to make the antenna ~pedance purely 
resistive. Unfortunately the voltage mintmum points produced 
by the standing waves on the slotted line could be adjusted 
to appear at either the 1/4, 1/2, 3/4, ad tull wave length 
points, which means that the tuning stub has the ability 
to transform the tmpedance of the antenna into a pure res s-
tance greater or less that the characteristic impedance ot 
the teed line. This indicated that what aver the reactance 
of the antenna was, it could not be represented by a stmple 
set or series elements, because it it were a stmple series 
element of resistance and reactance, only one Talue of in-
put resistance could be made to appear. It appeared that 
the tuning stub was able to both series and parallel resonate 
the antenna. It was decided that this side issue was a rather 
profound one which had little bearing on the ~ediate pro-. 
blem ot determining the current distribution on antennas in 
a wave guide as a function ot antenna length. It was there-
tore abandoned. 
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DISCUSSION OP ERRORS AND ACCURACY OP RESULTS 
In this investigation there were seTeral sources or 
error. Followins will be a discussion o~ the errors o~ each 
component or the measuring system, concluded by an analysis 
and estimate of the overall error and accuracy o~ the results. 





The voltage induced in the loop in Pigure 15 may be cal-
culated in two ways. One way is by noting the rate ot 
change ot flux linking the loop with respect to time. 
Another way is to take (B • dl) around the loop. Both 
ahould give the same answer. The electric field analysis 
gives the clearest explanation ot the •rror involved. T.be 
induced voltage, V, will be: 
v = E1a + B2b - Bsa - B4b. 
In as much as the field E4 must be inside the antenna, 
it is z~ro and: 
v : (J1 - E3 )a • E2 b. 
The purpose of the pick up loop is to measure the 
current in the antenna. It the loop is located away trom 
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the ends of the antenna, 
E. • E3, and v • a E2, 1 
and the voltage induced in the pickup loop is proportional 
to the proper component of the electric tield intensity. 
It, however, the loop is located near the junction ot 
the coaxial feed line and the wave guide at a point where the 
electric tield lines are tipping from a position perpendi-
cular to the antenna,as ttey are in the coaxial line, to 
a position parallel to the antenn~ as they are in the wave 
guide, it is possible that E1 I E3 , and some voltage will 
be induced which is not proportional to the proper component 
of field intensity. The magnitude of the error involved 
here is a function ot position and is impossible to evaluate. 
The pick up loop and the capacitor form a network 
which could possibly resonate at frequencies very much 
higher than the frequencies used in this investigation. 
In the order of frequencies used in ttis investigation the 
pick up loop characteristics should be virtually indepen-
dent ot frequency variation. 
This tact, however, presents the problem of the pick 
up loop's measuring the second, third, etc. harmonic cur-
rents wh1ch are always present in the output ot a radio 
frequency transmitter such as was used to teed the antenna. 
There would therefore be no way to tell how much of the 
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antenna current was of the ~undamental frequency. 
To el~inete this error, the antenna was fed through 
a low pass filter which attenuated the harmonics before 
they could reach the antenna to be measured. Before 
insertion of the harmonic filter, second harmonic standing 
wavws could be detected on the slotted line through which 
the system was fed. Upon insertion or the low pass filter, 
the second harmonic standing waves disappeared. H·gher 
ha~onics would have been attenuated even more, so it was 
decided that the harmonic content of the antenna input was 
sufficiently low. 
The rectified voltage taken from the capacitor in 
the pick up loop may be concluded to be perfect. 
Still another error is possible because or the dis-
turbance of the actual r·eld which would exist in the 
absence of the pickup loop. This error is also impossible 
to evaluate. Obviously, the smaller the loop, the less the 
disturbance, and the greater the accuracy. The loop was 
made as small as possible, consistent with a useable voltage 
output. 
There is a possibility or error as a result ot the 
slot in the antenna through which the pick up loop pro-
truded. A number ot texts, however, points out that the 
slot must be relatively large with respect to the wave 
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length used in order to disturb the pattern established by 
the antenna. In this case the slot was extremely small 
compared to a wave length and the resulting error should be 
nearly zero. 
All errors in the pick up loop are, therefore, practi-
cally zero except tor the effects at the end of the antenna, 
and the effects of field distrubance caused by the presence 
ot the pick up loop. 
The purpose ot the investigation was to compare the 
, 
currents at various points on the antenna, that is to find 
the current distribution. In obher words, a comparison is 
intended and not an actual measurement of absolute values. 
It is felt that the field distrubance error would be about 
the same in all cases and therefore would not enter into 
the problem of comparison or distribution measurement. 
The pick up loop may be assumed to have virtually zero 
error when used tor comparison type investigation except tor 
the times when the readings were made with the pick up loop 
near the ends of the antenna. 
The Transmission Line: 
In as much as the energy obtained from the pick up loop 
was converted to almost pure d.c. energy before being trans-
~tted, there was practically no frequency sensitivity in 
this component. 
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The d.c. resistance ot the transmission line would 
affect the scale calibration or the meters used slightly, 
but would cause no error in a comparison type or investi-
gation. The information presented to the meters is there-
fore very accurate with the excep ion of instances in which 
readings are made near the ends of the antenna. 
Accuracy of the Meters: 
The microammeter-crystal combination was calibrated 
with the standing wave meter and their accuracies therefore 
equal. For this reason this discussion will deal only with 
the accuracy of the standing wave meter. 
The meter is known to have an accuracy of ~ ot full 
scale reading. This means that throughout tha scale the 
meter is within plus or minus a certain number of units~ 
Therefore, in as much as the data was normalized with res-
pect to the input current values in a set of data, the 
error or the plotted point in the graphs is in general 
reduced by the normalizing process. 
Thus it will be noted from the plots that the data 
nor.malized with respect to the highest number will show 
the least apparent variation, while the plots no~lized 
with respect to a lower number show a larger variation, 
while the accuracy ot the measurement is the same through-
out. 
It is, therefore, no less accurate to draw an average 
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line through the widely ecattered points of the graph 1n 
Pigure 13 than through the apparently unscattered points 
of the same graph. 
Summary ot errors: 
In as much as the data was measured only once, there 
can be no statement made as to tre precision of the data. 
The accuracy of results which is dependent upon precision 
of measurement must therefore be est~ated. 
Although the overall accuracy may have been only in 
the order ot 5%, it is felt that it is a relatively unfm-
portant matter in this investigation, in as muc as the 
desired result was mainly to discover the general current 
distribution, and not to measure with great precision end 
accuracy the absolute values of current. 
APPENDIX A 
S~bols used in following Data 
f = Frequency 
GSWR = Standing wave ratio ot waves in the guide 
?t •• wave length at critical or cutoff frequency 
;t,. Wave length in tree space 
;tp= Wave length in the guide 
S' • Distance 1n em to first voltage mintmum on 
alotted line 
LSWR • SWR on the slotted line 
45 
Zero • Distance ot zero position on slotted line tram 
antenna - coax junction 
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t - 493 m.c. A.,= 24" LS?\'R = oo 
GSVtll 1.03 
.?lp=-- 32" Zero 42.4 
?to= 368 s• 16.3 em Run 1 
With Without Normalized to 
Position Shunt Shunt Corrected Pos. 0 Pos. 1 
0 22 70 1 
1/2 22 70 1 
1 22 70 1 1 
11 22 70 1 1 
2 22 70 1 1 
2l 22 70 1 1 
3 20 68 .97 .9'1 
3l 15 132 61 .87 .8'1 
4 95 57 .815 .815 
4i 8.5 63 4'1 .67 .6'1 
5 4.8 36 33 .471 .4'11 
5l ~ 2.5 19 22 .314 .314 ~ 
6 ~ .93 '1 10 .143 .143 
6l 0 .26 2 3 .043 .M3 
" 
'1 .4 3 4 .05'1 .057 
'1i 1.6 12 15 .214 .214 
8 4 30 30 .428 .428 
Si '1.33 55 43 .615 .615 
9 10 '15 50 .715 .'115 
9l 12.4 93 56 .a .a 
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With Without Normalized to 
Position Shunt Shunt Corrected Pos. 0 Pos. 1 
71 1.5 11 15 .1'13 .1'17 
e 3.9 29 29 .334 .341 
at '1.0 53 42 .483 .494 
9 10.7 eo 52 .598 .612 
9l 15 112 61 .702 .'118 
10 19 145 6'1 .'172 .788 
10i 21 69 .'193 .812 
11 2'1 76 .8'15 .895 
11i 32 eo .92 .941 
t = 436 /l., = 2'1.2" LSWR = t::>D 
GSWR = 1.04 /lp • 42" Zero = 42.4 
?t = 36" s•= 5.3 em Run 3 D 
With Without ~orma11zed to 
Position Shunt Shunt Corrected Poa. 1 Pos. 2 
0 150 150 1 
i- 123 140 .934 
1 93 122 .814 1 
1l 60 95 .633 .'172 
2 45 '18 .52 .634 
2l 32 61 .40'1 .496 
3 23 4'1 .314 .382 
3l 32 61 .407 .496 
4 16 35 .233 .285 
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With Without Normalized to 
Position Shunt Shunt Corrected Pos. 1 Pos. 2 
4! 10 24 .160 .195 
5 5 13 .087 .106 
5! 3 8.5 .057 .069 
6 2 5 .04 .049 
6! 1 3 .02 .024 
7 4 11 .073 .089 
7! 7 18 .12 .146 
8 10 24 .16 .195 
8 t 10 24 .16 .195 
9 12 28 .187 .228 
9§- 10 24 .15 .195 
10 45 78 .52 .634 
lOt 37 67 .446 .545 
11 47 81 .54 .658 
lli 45 78 .52 .635 
r = 411 m.c. /\, = 288" LSWR = oO 
G WR = 1.04 ?lp= 48" Zero = 42.4 
/70: 36" s• = 11.35 Run 4 
With Without Normalized to 
Position Shunt Shunt Corrected Pos. 0 Pos. 1 
0 50 94 1 
i 35 83 .882 
1 25 74 .787 1 
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With Without Normalized to 
Position Shunt Shunt Corrected Pos. 0 Pos. 1 
1i 20 68 .'123 .92 
2 15 115 e51 .65 .825 
21 12 90 55 .585 .'143 
3 8.'1 65 4'1 .5 .635 
3l 60 45 38 .405 .514 
4 4.0 30 30 .319 .406 
4i 2.0 15 19 .202 .25'1 
5 1.33 10 14 .131 .19 
5t .55 5 '1 .0'15 .095 
6 .534 4 6 .064 .081 
5i 2.0 ~ 15 19 .202 .257 
'1 1.07 ~ 8 11 .11'1 .149 
~ 
7i 1.87 ~ 14 17 .181 .23 
8 . 2.56 () 20 23 .245 .311 u 
at 3.46 26 27 .287 .365 
9 3.2 24 26 .27'1 .352 
9t 5.34 40 36 .383 .48'1 
10 8.'1 65 47 .5 .631 
10! 10 '15 50 .532 .676 
11 11.7 88 55 .585 .743 
11i 14.7 110 61 .65 .825 
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t = 377 me. )\, = 31.4" LSwR = ott!> 
GSWR = 1.03 ]\p• 65" Zero = 42.4 em 
)\. 36" S' : 20.8 Run 5 
0 
,~lithout ~\-ith Normalized to 
Position Shunt Shunt Corrected Poe. 0 Pos. 1 
0 35 65 1 
i 20 43 .66 
1 15 34 .523 1.0 
li 11 26 .40 .765 
2 11 26 .40 .765 
2t 7 18 .277 .53 
3 5 14 .215 .412 
3t 5 14 .215 .. 412 
4 4 11 .169 .324 
4i 3 8.5 .131 .25 
5 2 6 .092 .177 
51 2 6 .092 .177 
6 1 3 .048 .oee 
6l 1 3 .046 .oea 
'1 2 6 .092 .177 
'It 4 11 .169 .324 
8 5 14 .215 .412 
8i 2 6 .092 .177 
g 2 6 .092 .17'1 
9i 4 11 • 159 .32 • 
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\'lithout With Normalized to 
Position Shunt Shunt Corrected Poa. 0 Pos. 1 
10 6 16 .246 .4'11 
10i 6 16 .248 .4'11 
11 7 18 .2'1'1 .53 
11i 8 20 .308 .588 
t • 354 me ~, • 33.5" LSWR = oo 
GSWR = 1.03 7'p = 92" Zero = 42.4 
?lD= 3e" s• = 29.0 em Run 6 
With Normalized to 
Position SWR Meter Recipricol Pos. 0 Pos. 1 
0 1 1 1. 
i 2.2 .455 .455 
1 2.8 .35'1 .357 1 
ll 3 .333 .333 .91 
2 3.2 .312 .312 .852 
2i 3.5 .286 .286 .78 
3 3.6 .2'1'1 .27'1 .754 
3t 4 .25 .25 .682 
4 4 .25 .25 .682 
41 4 .25 .25 .682 
5 4.3 .232 .232 .634 
5i 4.2 .238 .238 .65 
6 4 .25 .25 .682 
6j- 3.9 .256 .256 .699 
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1Yith Normalized to 
Position SWR Meter Recipricol Pos. 0 Pos. 1 
7 3.9 .256 .256 .699 
7i 3.8 .263 .263 .'118 
8 3.8 .263 .263 .'118 
Sj- 3.8 .263 .263 .7~8 
9 4.1 .244 .244 .666 
9i 4.6 .217 .217 .592 
10 1.1 .9 .9 2.46 
lOi 5 .2 .2 .546 
11 4.8 .208 .208 .568 
11i 4.5 .222 .222 .606 
Meter Calibration Data 
Run 
...L 
Ammeter Corrected .Ammeter Corrected 
Reading Value SWR Reading Value SWR 
With With Meter Without Without Meter 
Shunt Shunt Reading Shunt Shunt Reading 
150 150 1 * 150 150 1.0 
140 143 1.05 140 146 1.03 
130 139 1.08 130 140 1.07 
120 134 1.12 120 136 1.1 
110 128 1.17 110 131 1.14 
100 123 1.22 100 125 1.2 
90 118 1.27 90 121 1.24 
eo 113 1.33 eo 116 1.29 
54 
Ammeter Corrected .. ~eter Corrected SWR 
Reading Value SWR Reading Value Meter 
With With Meter Without Without Reading 
Shunt Shunt Reading Shunt Shunt 
'70 106 1.41 '70 103 1.45 
60 101 1.49 60 94 1.60 
50 93 1.60 50 86 1.'75 
40 8'7 1.72 40 '71 2.1 
30 79 1.9 30 58 2.6 
*20 68 2.2 20 43 3.5 
13.4 56.'7 10 35 4.2 




Plot Figure 16 Plot Figure 17 
* Note: Shunt multiplier is 7.5; 
Meter is measuring same current in this cas-. 
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